March 28, 2006
To: Ken Splittgerber, Interim Chief Information Officer
From: Nick Dvoracek, Chair, Classroom Modernization Users Group
Subject: 2006-2007 Recommendations
CMUG met on March 8, 2006, Present were Colin Bennet (OSA), Jesssica Vredeveld (OSA), Lynda Lord
(CON), Maureen Muldoon (COLS), Rick DCamp (COLS), Stephen Kercher (COLS) Nadejda Kaltcheva
(COLS), Laura Knaapen (Academic Computing), Peter Westort (COBA), Susan Cramer (COEHS), Henry
Winterfeldt (COEHS), Julie Lemanski (Media Services) and Nick Dvoracek (Media Services)
In addition to the $122, 000 annual allotment, Julie Lemanski reported there were $40,000 in savings from
last year’s projects .
The upgrade of Swart 14 and Swart 240 to technology classrooms were to be done in partnership with
Facilities Management. Remodeling and furniture were to be done out of the Classroom Renovation Fund
which is distributed by UW System and the technology installation was to come out of Classroom Modernization. It turned out that the projects planned under Classroom Renovation came in significantly under
budget, and the technology installations for those two projects were funded by Classroom Renovation. That
left us with sufficient funds to proceed with the two “recommended if sufficient cost savings were realized” projects, Polk 19 and Polk 21. There were significant cost savings in these two project due to lowered
remodeling costs and reductions in equipment prices. Also a similar situtation occured in a project from the
previous year that had been rolled forward which yielded cost savings.
The project to install student response system receivers in 6 large lecture halls cost significantly less that we
funded. After we approved the project, we decided to switch from an infrared system to a more reliable RF
system. The RF system only requires a single $250 receiver even in our largest lecture halls instead of four
$250 receivers and a $500 hub. In addition, eInstruction bought back all the infrared equipment we had installed in the three Halsey Lecture halls in the previous year. Therefore we only spent $425 instead of $8700
to place receivers in all 9 large lecture halls
The computers for the computer replacement project came in at almost $10, 000 lower than was budgeted.
The result is approximately $162,000 available to fund this year’s projects. (n.b. the funds saved from 20052006 projects will be expended before the end of this fiscal year)
The group amended several projects.
The Guidelines for Classroom Modernization state: “With the exception of UW Colleges, chairs, chalkboards
and other classroom needs not associated with the use of audiovisual equipment are not eligible.” Therefore
furnishings totalling $19, 924 were removed from the Nursing 39A project.
The group felt that floppy disks were no longer commonly used enough to justify acquisition of floppy disk
readers for classrooms. All these were eliminated from several projects,.
Julie Lemanski reported that new prices for several items of equipment, primarily price reductions for and/or
availability of lesser expensive models of data projectors would reduce the budgets for several projects.
These cost reductions are reflected in the project totals below.
Because of asbestos abatement to be done in summer of 2007, the project to upgrade A&C S150 to a technology classroom was given the lowest priority and to be funded only if there were cost savings to proceed
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after all other projects were completed. (Because of the asbestos abatement, the equipment for the project would
be purchased, but would be placed in the room on carts until after the abatement project)
This left the amount of proposed projects at $165,782.00 (with an available budget of $162,000.)
There were several ideas proposed to reduce projects to bring the total under the available budget.
It was suggested that the number of computers in the Computer Replacement project be reduced. This would
be problematic because purchasing computers at different times of the year would increase the number of
computer models Academic Computing would have to support, maintaining additional software images. This
idea was rejected.
It was suggested to reduce the number of DVD/VHS players in that project. The cost for DVD players alone
would be more expensive than replacing the current VHS players with these combo units. This would be
problematic because some “video only” classrooms would have only VHS and some would have both VHS and
DVD. It would be preferable to have consistency within rooms of this class. This idea was rejected.
In order to bring the total under the available budget,. The project to provide replacement lamps was divided
into two parts. $10000 would be high priority, and $5000 would be held back, to be funded only if savings on
other projects left funds available to complete the project.
Therefore the projects to be funded are.
Computer replacement - IT Services Centers and Technology Classrooms
Replace 1/3 of the computers in the classrooms, part of an ongoing three
year replacement cycle.
Rolling Macs - Polk IT Services Center & Halsey 106 Lecture Hall
Replace rollaround Macintosh computers and one in HS106
Lamps - All General Access Classrooms and Teaching Labs
Replacement lamps for data/video projectors

$34,330.00

$5,374
$10,000

DVD/VCR combos - 42 General Access Classrooms and 3 Remote Pools
Replace VHS VCR’s in “video only” classrooms with DVD/VHS combo units.

$8,479

Computer - Harrington 217
Purchase computer for technology classroom which never had installed
computer

$2,167

Halsey 266 - upgrade to technology classroom

$13,862

Nursing/Ed 222 - upgrade to technology classroom

$17,245

Clow 237 - upgrade to technology classroom

$16,245

Nursing/Ed 230 - upgrade to technology classroom

$16,245

Nursing/Ed 039A - upgrade to technology classroom

$36,835

Total

$160,782

The following projects are to be funded only if cost savings are realized to complete the projects.
Lamps - All General Access Classrooms and Teaching Labs
A & C S150 - upgrade to technology classroom

$5,000
$14,539

